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Message From the President
Dear Professional Colleagues,

I extend my warm wishes for a very Happy and prosperous New
Year!!

Good Governance is key for all-compassing progress and
inclusive development worldwide. ICSI as a globally
recognized premier body is turning every possible stone towards establishing, promoting
and sustaining the best practices of good governance throughout the world.

To take forward promotion of good governance, I am pleased to inform you that ICSI has
successfully organised three days ICSI-CSIA Corporate Secretaries Toolkit Training of Trainers
program during January 14-16, 2019 at New Delhi, India. The participants at the
programme will further train the people for good governance.

The Institute has always strived for academic and professional excellence of its key
stakeholders, i.e., students and members. One among our many initiatives is our recent
engagement with UK NARIC (National Recognition Information Centre) to conduct an
independent benchmarking study, evaluating the comparability of the ICSI Executive and
Professional Programmes in the context of the UK and UAE education systems and UK
NARIC recognised ICSI Executive Programme as equivalent to Regulated Qualifications
Framework (RQF) Level 6 that is a Bachelor’s degree and the ICSI Professional Programme
as equivalent to RQF Level 7 that is Master’s Degree respectively.

The push towards this global-certification and recognition aims at expanding the
international opportunities for Company Secretaries. In addition, the benchmarking of this
kind is yet another indicator of the relationship of trust between the professional comity and
the Government.

Friends our effort to usher an era of global recognition, global opportunities and global
prospects are leading the way on a very promising note. With this, we are pleased to
release the January, 2019 issue of the ICSI-International Newsletter.

Looking forward for your treasured feedback!
CS Makarand Lele
President, ICSI
Date: January 16, 2019
Place: New Delhi
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An overview of Dubai visit of ICSI delegation led
by CS MakarandLele, President, ICSI
VISIT OF ICSI DELEGATION TO DUBAI
Institute while striving for academic and professional excellence of its key stakeholders, i.e.,
students and members, aims to expand the opportunities for Governance Professionals in
not just national territory but beyond as well. And for an organisation setting best
professional standards for the corporate and even for the promotion of national
governance, it becomes imperative that the Institute itself strives to meet the internationally
set benchmarks.

1
ICSI delegation comprising of CS Makarand Lele, President, ICSI, CS
Atul Mehta, Past President & Council Member, ICSI, CS Ashish Doshi,
Council Member, ICSI and CS Sonia Baijal, Director, ICSI met with
H.E. Shri Navdeep Suri, Ambassador of India to UAE, Abu Dhabi

2
H.E. Shri Vipul, Consul General of India, Dubai

6

3
Mr. Vikrant Bhansali, Chief Representative - International Markets,
Dubai International Financial Centre Authority (DIFC)

4
Dr. Lindsey McPherson, Director, Abu Dhabi Centre for Technical
and Vocational Education and Training (ACTVET)

5
ICSI Member Meet
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Subject: Recognition of Executive and
Professional Programmes of the ICSI
Company Secretaryship Course by UK
NARIC
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI)while striving for
academic and professional excellence of its key stakeholders, i.e.,
students and members, aims to expand the opportunities for
Governance Professionals in not just national territory but beyond as
well. And for an organisation setting best professional standards for
the corporate and even for the promotion of national governance, it
becomes imperative that the Institute itself strives to meet the
internationally set benchmarks.
In one such attempts, the Institute engaged UK NARIC,UK's National
Agency responsible for providing informed advice and guidance on
vocational, academic and professional qualifications from over 190
countries worldwide, to conduct an independent benchmarking
study, and evaluate the comparability of the Executive and
Professional Programmes of the Company Secretaryship Course in
the context of the UK and UAE education systems.
After a detailed comparative analysis on various activities relating to
Company Secretaryship course, the agency came forth with the
following comparability recommendations to the UK/UAE education
system:
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Stage

UK Qualifications

UAE Qualifications

CS Executive Programme

RQF Level 6

QF Emirates Level 7

[Bachelor degree standard]

[Bachelor degree standard]

CS Professional Programme RQ F Level 7
[Master degree standard]

QF Emirates Level 9
[Master degree standard]

The executive summary of UK NARIC benchmarking study is available at
https://www.icsi.edu/media/webmodules/BenchmarkingICSI_Qualifications_ExeSummary.pdf

The same has been published at website of NARIC
http://www.ecctis.co.uk/naric/News%20Story.aspx?NewsID=866

This benchmarking would lead the profession to newer opportunities and newer avenues to
pursue further their studies and professional Career with cross border movement.
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The Institute of Company Secretaries of India –
Executive and Professional Level Programmes
UK NARIC Benchmarking Study - Executive Summary
Submitted to the Institute of Company Secretaries of India by UK NARIC

The National Recognition Information Centre for the United Kingdom
The national agency responsible for providing information and expert opinion on
qualifications and skills worldwide

UK NARIC has been commissioned by the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) to
conduct an independent benchmarking study, evaluating the comparability of the ICSI
Executive and Professional Programmes of the Company Secretaryship in the context of
the UK and UAE education systems.
To place the study in context, ICSI is a professional body for company secretaries with a
global membership of 55,000. The ICSI Executive and Professional programmes are
primarily taught by distance learning, and assessed through eight and nine three hour
written examinations respectively. Passing the Executive Programme is a prerequisite for
progression onto the Professional Programme, whereupon successful completion
individuals can apply to become an Associate Member of the Institute and work in the role
of Company Secretary in India, a role recognised under the Companies Act 2013.
A well-established methodology was employed to conduct the study, including review of
the ICSI Executive and Professional Programme core components: duration, entry
requirements, learning outcomes, content and structure, mode of learning, assessment
and associated outcomes. The main reference point for comparison to the UK education
system is the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF), supported by level descriptors
which define key skills and knowledge expected at each level. The newly revised ICSI
syllabus, for first assessment in 2018, was used for the purposes of this evaluation. The
process combined desk-based review of documentation, including the ICSI syllabus and
past exam papers, with interviews with key personnel involved in the assessment and
curriculum development.
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A detailed comparative analysis was conducted of learning outcomes, content depth
and breadth and assessment to the RQF level descriptors and selected UK similarly
focused qualifications. Quality assurance processes, including the measures for
curriculum development and review, assessment development and administration,
marking and standard setting, external recognition are examined and support the
comparative analysis.
In conclusion, the ICSI Executive Programme learning objectives, content and assessment
demonstrate similarities with the level of skills and knowledge at RQF Level 6. In particular,
the ICSI learning objectives focus on developing application and problem solving skills in
addition to advanced conceptual knowledge and understanding, corresponding to RQF
Level 6. Review of assessment highlighted linkages to RQF Level 6 related qualifications in
areas of law, finance and management in respect to assessed skills.
The ICSI Professional Programme components relate to the knowledge and skills at RQF
Level 7. The relevant competencies developed and assessed by the Professional
Programme include being able to use specialised skills to solve complex problems with
many interacting factors as well as to engage critical analysis and evaluation of
information, ideas and concepts. In the Professional Programme, being able to
understand the latest developments in the area and determine and use relevant
methodologies to solve industry based problems are developed and assessed through
extended case studies, reflecting assessment methods used in similar professional
qualifications at RQF Level 7.
The quality assurance mechanisms which underpin the programme were found to be sufficient,
and support the overall finding of comparability. The curriculum review process involves multiple
stakeholders to ensure relevance of the curriculum which is subject to final approval by the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs, furthermore the assessment development is conducted to ensure the validity
of the skills and knowledge assessed in relation to the curriculum. The marking and moderation
process facilitates the reliability of assessment, indicating that broadly consistent standards
required to pass are applied from cohort to cohort. Processes are in place to ensure the effective
administration of the examinations across ICSI approved centres.
The following comparability recommendations to the UK education system can therefore be
provided:

Qualification title

ICSI Executive Programme

Country:

India

Awarded by:

Institute of Company Secretaries of India

Comparison
UK framework level:

RQF Level 6

Comparable UK qualifications:

Bachelor degree standard

1

The eight level QCF was replaced by the RQF from 2015 onwards. Each of the eight levels on the RQF relate directly
to the eight levels on the previous QCF.
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In terms of comparability in the context of the UAE system, UK NARIC’s work comparing
levels of the QFEmirates to the former QCF1, found that QCF Level 6 and QFEmirates Level
7 were comparable to QCF Level 6; as were QCF Level 7 and QFEmirates Levels 8 and 9.
On the basis of this, the Executive Programme is considered broadly comparable to
QFEmirates Level 7; while the Professional Programme demonstrates comparability with
Level 9, given the focus on developing advanced level professional skills and
competencies.
Qualification title

ICSI Professional Programme

Country:

India

Awarded by:

Institute of Company Secretaries of India

Comparison
UK framework level:

RQF Level 7Comparable

UK qualifications:

Master’s degree standard

On this basis the following QFEmirates comparability guidelines can be summarised:

Qualification title

ICSI Executive Programme

Country:

India

Awarded by:

Institute of Company Secretaries of India

Comparison
QF Emirates framework level:

Level 7

Qualification title

ICSI Professional Programme

Country:

India

Awarded by:

Institute of Company Secretaries of India

Comparison
QF Emirates framework level:

Level 9

It should be noted that the framework referencing, on which this is based, is not intended to
imply the recognition of qualifications on the QFEmirates from one system to the other; nor
to comment on the status of implementation of the QFEmirates.
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Laws Governing Company Secretary Professiona comparative study in selected countries
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Recent developments of corporate Governance
around the world
Ireland: Corporate Governance Requirements for
Investment Firms and Market Operators
The Central Bank of Ireland has published Corporate Governance Requirements for
Investment Firms and Market Operators 2018 (the Requirements). The Central Bank is
committed to strengthening corporate governance standards and practices across the
financial services industry. The Requirements provide clarity to industry and promote high
standards of corporate governance within firms. These Requirements are intended to
apply to firms that are designated as High, Medium High or Medium Low Impact under the
Central Bank's Probability Risk Impact System (PRISM). Low Impact firms are encouraged to
adopt the Requirements as best practice. The Requirements are intended to supplement
and support the MiFID (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive) regime, and take effect
from 1 July 2019.
A copy of the Regulations is available at: https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/defaultsource/publications/consultation-papers/cp120/corporate-governance-requirementsfor-investment-firms-and-market-operators-2018.pdf?sfvrsn=0
Singapore: Variable Capital Companies Act 2018
The Variable Capital Companies Act 2018 was passed by Parliament of Singapore on 1
October 2018 and received the President's assent on 31 October, 2018. The Act provides
a legislative framework for the incorporation and operation of a corporate structure
tailored specifically for investment funds. The introduction of this corporate structure,
known as the variable capital company or “VCC”, will aid in strengthening the Singapore's
fund management industry. The VCC structure will complement and expand the existing
group of fund structures available in Singapore, such as the company, limited partnership
and unit trust structures. Taken together, this will provide a comprehensive range of
investment fund vehicles and structures to support investors' needs. The Act has been
published in the Government Gazette.
A copy of the Act is also available at: https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Bills-Supp/402018/Published/20180910?DocDate=20180910
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Slip 1

The European Public Limited-Liability Company
(Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2018
This instrument is being made using powers in the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 in
order to address failures of retained EU law and other deficiencies arising from the
withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union. It will ensure that European
Public Limited-Liability Companies (often referred to by their Latin name, Societas
Europaea (SEs)) registered in the UK on exit day have a clear legal identity and a domestic
framework within which to operate.
Sifting committees’ recommendation.
The sifting committees agreed with the government that this statutory instrument does not
have to have a debate in parliament, though one may still occur.
Statutory Instrument
The European Public Limited-Liability Company (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations
2018. The same is available at https://tinyurl.com/y8sc9sko
Explanatory Memorandum
Explanatory memorandum. The same is available at https://tinyurl.com/ybanhzd5
South Africa: Companies Amendment Bill published
The Department of Trade and Industry has published a draft of the Companies
Amendment Bill for public comments. The Bill will amend the current company law
framework as found in the Companies Act, 2008 and Companies Regulations, 2011.
Comments on the proposed Bill may be submitted within sixty (60) calendar days from the
date of publication. Closing date for comments is 14th December 2018. The contact
details of the designated person and the Companies Amendment Bill is available at:
http://www.thedti. gov.za/gazzettes/41913.pdf
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Guidance on Memorandum of Understanding
between ICSI and ICSA
The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA) and the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India have signed the supplement on August 31, 2018 to the existing Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) for inclusion of subjects as per New Syllabus of ICSI and ICSA in existing MoU
and extension of MoU with nine divisions of ICSA namely Australia, New Zealand, Southern Africa,
Zimbabwe, UKRIAT, Canada, Hong Kong/China, Malaysia and Singapore.
Members of ICSI can now study with the ICSA division of their choice, subject to residency
requirements in some countries. You can access more information on the arrangements under this
MOU at https://www.icsi.edu/member/icsa/
Eligibility criteria for ICSI Member:
You must have been a member of ICSI (Associate or Fellow), in good standing for a minimum of two
years.
Registration Procedures:
To register as a student of ICSA, following documents are required to submit with ICSI:
1) Duly completed Membership Verification Form
2) Demand Draft of Rs. 1500/- in favour of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India payable
at New Delhi.
3) Self certified copy of your ICSI Membership Certificate
Send the above mentioned documents to ICSI at CS Sonia Baijal, Director, ICSI House, C-36,
Sector 62, Noida-201 301 Uttar Pradesh.
After the receipt of your form at ICSI this will be certified by the ICSI Endorsing Officer and then
ICSI will forward complete application form to respective division of ICSA.
After receipt of your form, Student Support Section of ICSA will contact you by email for the
payment of applicable course fees and after the payment of fee you will be registered as
student with respective division of ICSA.
Role of ICSI
Members may please note that ICSI would be playing its role as Endorsing authority and
forwarding applications to ICSA. Thereafter the members would receive the communication
directly from respective division of ICSA with regard to their registration and other matters.
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Followings are the FAQs on the same:
1.

Who is eligible to be covered by the MOU between the ICSI and ICSA?
All persons that are Associates or Fellows and are a fully paid-up member in good standing for
a minimum of two years of either Institute are eligible to be covered by this MOU.

2.

How do I prove that I am a member of respective Institute?
You will need to contact endorsing officer of your respective Institute for endorsement of
M e m b e r Ve r i f i c a t i o n f o r m. T h e m e m b e r v e r i f i c a t i o n f o r m i s a v a i l a b l e a t
https://www.icsi.edu/member/icsa/. After endorsement, it will be sent to other Institute.

3.

Will I need to have post membership experience in order to become a member of the
other Institute?
No, membership of your Institute assumes that you have the minimum number of years of
experience. You will only need to study the additional subjects to qualify for membership of
the other Institute.

4.

Will I become an Associate or a Fellow of the other Institute once I have met all the
requirements?
Yes, if you are a Fellow of your Institute you will become a Fellow of the other Institute and if you
are an Associate you will become an Associate in the other Institute.

5.

Will I have to pay a membership fee to the other Institute?
Yes, you will be expected to pay the same fee as any other member. Please check the
websites of the ICSI or relevant division of the ICSA for membership fees.

6.

Can I transfer my membership between ICSA divisions?
Yes. All members of the ICSA are members of the same Institute, regardless of which division
they are registered in. If you wish to transfer your membership please contact the ICSA division
where you are a member and they will arrange for your details to be transferred.

7.

How much will it cost to enrol as a student?
It will vary depending on whether you study with the ICSI and with the ICSA. Please see the
website of the ICSI and the respective division of the ICSA, where you want to enroll as student.

8.

Will I have to pay extra for study materials or tutorials?
The arrangements for student support services such as study materials, text books, tutorials
etc.will vary depending on respective institute. Please contact or check the website of
respective institute.

9.

What are the cut-off dates for registration as a student of ICSI/ICSA ?
Cut-off dates vary depending on whether you study with the ICSI and with the particular
division of ICSA. Please see the website of the ICSI and respective division of the ICSA.

10. When will the examinations take place?
Examination dates vary depending on whether you study with the ICSI and with the particular
division of ICSA. Please see the website of the ICSI and the respective division of the ICSA.
11. If I am not a resident when I am studying and therefore studying by distance education,
can I sit my examination in the country where I live?
Yes, you can take your examination where you live. You will have to arrange for an invigilator to
supervise your examination. Please contact the ICSI or respective ICSA division.
12. Do I have to be resident in the country where I want to study?
No, You need not be a resident if you wish to study the ICSA’s course from the UK, Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and Zimbabwe. However, you must be a resident if you wish to study the
ICSA’s papers in Hong Kong, Malaysia, South Africa and Singapore. You don’t have to be a
resident if you wish to study with ICSI, India.
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Glimpses of ICSI-CSIA Corporate Secretaries
Toolkit-Training of Trainers Programme
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Ms. Catherine Musakali, Advocate, High Court of Kenya and Fellow, Institute of Certified
Secretaries of Kenya, Founder, Dorion Associates; H.E. Mr. Willy Kipkorir Bett; High
Commissioner; Kenya High Commission; CS Makarand Lele, President, ICSI and
Secretary, CSIA; CS Sonia Baijal Director, ICSI;

‘Group Activity during Training of Trainers Programme’

